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"Bully my sister! You are teasing me! Bullying my father! You are a scum

Musi left full of anger, completely into the hard fist, once, fell on the silent face.

Shen Shimo was beaten with a face of confusion. Seeing this, his men rushed to save
the master. Shen Hedan hummed coldly and quickly told his men to surround
zhengzhongtuan and let Mu Sili vent his anger.

"Er..." Shen Shimo was so dazed that his teeth were loose.

"Well, don't fight," Shen Hedan didn't have any polite attitude towards Musi Li. "Go
quickly, you, I have to clean up the mess here."

Mu Sili clenched his fist and hung in the air for a long time. His anger in his chest was
only half vented. Shen Hedan's face, he had to give it to him.

When he got up coldly, moussili kicked over Shen Shimo, sorted out his clothes and
left the party in a hurry.

"Ah..." Shen Hedan was disturbed and had to sigh.

Kangmo North went to musi from the front, Bai nianxi only looked far away.

"Your father is in a city hospital."

"Thank you." Mousse left with his head down, and left in front of commobei with a
look of no confidence.

Hospital, Mu Liancheng where also can't go, however, here is for him, the safest cage.

Mu Sili came in a hurry, and the men outside the ward saw Mu Sili and
subconsciously raised their hands to stop him.

"Don't go in."

"That's my father! Get out of the way
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Mu Sili rudely pushed open a group of doorkeepers, then pushed mu Rushun into the
ward.

Seeing his father's old and tired face, Mu Sili and Mu Rushan shed tears at the same
time.

"Dad I'm sorry... " Mu Sili's choking voice changed its shape.

Mu Rushuang is full of pain, hands covering crying face, she did not face to see her
father.

"Rushuang, how did you come back, in case the police..."

"Wu Wu Wu..." Mu Rushuang cried in frustration.

Musili choked hard and said with a smile, "Dad, you can rest assured that my sister is
safe. I'll take a helicopter back to the United States in a few days."

"Wuwu..." Mu Rushuang still covers her face. She has no words to face her father.

Mu Liancheng's expression is complicated and frowns, lips and teeth wriggle, but he
doesn't know what to say.

"I'll wait for you outside." Outside the ward, Kangmo north and Bai nianxi also came.
Bai nianxi said faintly to Kangmo north.

In view of the fact that it was Mu Sili and mu Rushuang inside, Kang Mobei didn't say
anything more. He just shook Bai nianxi's hand with a little strength and then slowly
entered the ward.

"Tomorrow, the helicopter will be arranged. Let's go to the United States and don't
come back if you don't want to be cannon fodder." Kang Mo North light way,
completely ignore this family is carrying on sour.

When he saw kangmobei, Musi Li's face calmed down. Finally, Musi stood up, stood
up in front of kangmobei, and then bowed his head dejectedly:

"I surrender, I admit defeat, I quit the struggle between the Kang family and the Wei
family. I was wrong. I was wrong before. I'm sorry."

"Sili! Why apologize to him! " Mu Liancheng doesn't know the inside story. He never
slackens his vigilance to kangmobei.

Even now, Mu Liancheng thinks that he is under house arrest by conmobei.



"Dad, listen to me," said musley, returning to Mulian city and explaining briefly, "I'm
in America I almost died. Fortunately, kangmobei asked Shen He to save me.
Otherwise, you can't see me, and there is Rushuang... "

“……” Hearing the sound, Mu Liancheng said nothing.

"Dad, we don't have Mu's family. If it's a big deal, the Kang family can rise again with
the new Kang's attitude, so can we." Mousse wiped the mess on his face from the grass,
squeezed out a smile more bitter than balsam pear, and looked at his father.

Conmobei doesn't mind being misunderstood. He lives an idealistic life and doesn't
need to prove anything. This time he comes here, it's nothing more than a notice of the
final arrangement.

"Take your time. Someone will pick you up tomorrow evening."

"No, we won't go," said mousse, standing up and looking at conmber. "I won't leave a
city."

“……What are you doing? " Kangmobei stares at musili coldly.

Mu Rushuang is ashamed of her father and even more of kangmobei. From beginning
to end, she dare not look up at the man she once loved deeply.

"I want to stay in a city. I want to see Shen Shimo's disgrace with my own eyes!"
Mousse clenched his teeth and uttered a voice.

Commo looked at moussili with no expression in the north. Finally, he didn't say
anything more. He turned around and was ready to leave the ward.

"Mobei..." Mu Rushuang finally said something.

Outside the ward, Bai nianxi hears mu Rushuang's voice, so she is ready to leave. She
doesn't want to hear mu Rushuang's voice. At the same time, she also trusts Kang
Mobei.However, Kang Mobei didn't pay attention to Mu Rushun's voice. Mu Rushun
is a person he must hate all his life, because, Lord Kang, it is because of her that he left
the world early.

Push the door and come out, Kang Mo North surprised at Bai nianxi still.

"You..."

"You're done talking?" Bai nianxi's expression is relaxed and there is nothing on his



mind.

"It's just a notice. That's it. Let's go." Kangmobei takes Bai nianxi's hand and leaves
the hospital slowly.

"Take advantage of this time is not too busy, tomorrow to my grandfather to sweep the
grave." Kangmobei's mood is very complicated, but he also smiles and says to Bai
nianxi.

"Well, let's go with dad and aunt. There are more people and more people." Bai nianxi
agrees with this proposal. At the same time, he tries to play down Kang Mobei's
contradictory mood.

With an affectionate look in his eyes, kangmobei no longer said anything more and led
Bai nianxi forward.

The next day, the cemetery was sunny and fresh, with the drizzle and humidity that
had happened not long ago. The smell of soil mixed with the moist air, which had a
unique flavor of nature.

Standing in the cemetery, looking at the distant city and bird's-eye view, Lolo holds
Kang Xinyue's hand and teases Lele who is almost one year old from time to time.

"Lolo, be careful. Follow the aunt." Kang Xinyue takes good care of Lolo and LeLe.

Kang Mo Bei and Bai Nian Xi slowly follow Kang Li Qing. When Kang Li Qing's
face is expressionless, he always looks heavy hearted. He is respectfully offering
incense to Master Kang and carefully placing the offerings on both sides.

In the photo of the tombstone, Master Kang is a smiling face, as if he is really smiling.

Grandpa, did I do something I'm sorry for you? He asked in his heart.

Smiling face photo, as if shaking his head at conmobei.

Bai nianxi noticed that kangmobei looked different, so he asked, "are you regretting
helping the Mu family?"
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